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June Economic Review: Trade disputes impact U.S. and global economies

The rising rift between the U.S. and China/Mexico sparked a sharp drop in equity markets across the globe... 
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Capital market impact

Capital market conversations: Slower growth means more fuel to burn

The current U.S. economic expansion has been a marathon, not a sprint. 
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Consumers still leading the way forward

Retail sales rose by a solid 0.5 percent while April’s data were revised higher – pointing to improved... 

June 17, 2019

Economic commentary

A very mixed week for the economy

Last week’s economic data were decidedly mixed. But the week ended late on Friday with potentially very

positive... 

June 10, 2019

Business growth

3 trends in coaching your clients for business

Three takeaways from the Conference Board Executive coaching conference 

June 6, 2019

Economic commentary

What’s up with bonds?

Long-term interest rates fell further to the lowest levels since 2017. 

June 4, 2019

Economic commentary

Curve inverted again on trade concerns

Long-term interest rates fell to the lowest levels in more than a year, causing another slight yield curve... 

May 28, 2019
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Economic commentary

May Monthly Dashboard: Trade risks build

U.S. and China tariff hikes roiled equity markets and brought the yield curve back to the brink of... 

May 28, 2019
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C e t outco es

Give clients comfort on how to plan for long-term care costs in retirement

As you help your clients plan for retirement, take long-term care costs into consideration, especially for women 

August 16, 2018

Innovation

Strengthening client relationships with innovative resources beyond financial investments

When clients bring up questions about handling life challenges other than financial health 

August 2, 2018

Beyond investing

Elder care planning: Help your clients have the talk

Help your clients have the (often difficult) long-term care conversation. 

February 4, 2019

Economic commentary

Curve inverted again on trade concerns

Long-term interest rates fell to the lowest levels in more than a year, causing another slight yield curve... 

May 28, 2019

Practice management

3 Habits to help financial advisors connect more effectively with their clients

These simple steps offer an opportunity for advisors to better understand their clients’ needs 
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Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution • Not insured by any

federal government agency • May lose value

This material is not a recommendation to buy, sell, hold, or rollover any asset, adopt an investment strategy, retain a specific

investment manager or use a particular account type. It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, tax and

financial condition or particular needs of any specific person. Investors should work with their financial professional to

discuss their specific situation.

Life and annuity products are issued by Nationwide Life Insurance Company or Nationwide Life and Annuity Insurance

Company, Columbus, Ohio. The general distributor for variable products is Nationwide Investment Services Corporation,

member FINRA. The Nationwide Retirement Institute is a division of NISC. Nationwide Funds distributed by Nationwide Fund

Distributors, LLC, member FINRA, Columbus, OH. Nationwide Life Insurance Company, Nationwide Life and Annuity Company,

Nationwide Investment Services Corporation, and Nationwide Fund Distributors are separate but affiliated companies.

The Nationwide Group Retirement Series includes unregistered group fixed and variable annuities issued by Nationwide Life

Insurance Company. It also includes trust programs and trust services offered by Nationwide Trust Company, a division of

Nationwide Bank .

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, The Nationwide Retirement Institute, Nationwide is On Your Side and Nationwide

Funds Group are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. Let's Face it Together is a service mark of

Nationwide Life Insurance Company.
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